COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES
HARRISBURG

For: All using Agencies of the Commonwealth
Subject: Liquid Calcium Chloride
Contract Period: Beginning May 1, 2008 and Ending April 30, 2010
Commodity Specialist Name: DePetro

CHANGE SUMMARY: Contract Renewal

In accordance with the contract clause, “Option to Renew”, the subject contract is hereby renewed by mutual consent of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Supplier, Suit-Kote, for an additional one (1) year period, beginning February 16, 2009 thru April 30, 2010. The same contractual terms and conditions shall apply. This renewal is the first of three renewals authorized under this contract.

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT WHICH ARE NOT CHANGED BY THIS AMENDMENT REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES
HARRISBURG

For: All using Agencies of the Commonwealth
Subject: Liquid Calcium Chloride
Contract Period: Beginning May 1, 2008 and Ending April 30, 2010

Commodity Specialist Name: Jamon Fogarty

CHANGE SUMMARY:

The contract supplier has agreed to add this like item to Wayne in PennDOT District 4-0.
All other contract Terms & Conditions remain the same.

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT NOT CHANGED BY THIS CHANGE NOTICE REMAIN AS ORIGINALLY WRITTEN.
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES
HARRISBURG

For: All using Agencies of the Commonwealth
Subject: Liquid Calcium Chloride
Contract Period: Beginning 05/1/08 - 4/30/2010
Buyer Name: Robin DePetro 717.346.8188

CHANGE SUMMARY: Commodity Specialist assignment change

- This contract has been assigned to:

  Commodity Specialist: Jean Halbleib
  Email: Jhalbleib@state.pa.us
  Phone: 717.346.8188

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT NOT CHANGED BY THIS CHANGE NOTICE REMAIN AS ORIGINALLY WRITTEN.
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES
HARRISBURG

For: All using Agencies of the Commonwealth
Subject: Liquid Calcium Chloride
Contract Period: Beginning 05/1/08 - 4/30/2011
Buyer Name: Jean Halbleib 717.346.8188

CHANGE SUMMARY: Renewal

In accordance with the option to renew clause,

“OPTION TO RENEW: The contract(s) or any part of the contract(s) may be renewed for three (3) additional one (1) year(s) term by mutual agreement between the Commonwealth and the Contractor(s). If the Contract(s) is/are renewed the same terms and conditions shall apply.“

The liquid calcium chloride contract has been renewed for another year with the new contract term being May 1, 2010 through April 30, 2011.

This is the second (2nd) renewal out of three (3) one (1) year renewal options.

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT NOT CHANGED BY THIS CHANGE NOTICE REMAIN AS ORGINALLY WRITTEN.